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Tom Hanks, great American, has been to some
far-flung places in the service of Hollywood and
country. There’s no working actor who more

embodies America, or at least its most idealized, virtu-
ous image of itself. It’s one reason why Hanks has five
times topped the annual Harris Poll, including this
year, as the nation’s most popular actor. More than
that, Hanks ranked as America’s most trusted person
in a 2013 Reader’s Digest poll.

Hanks has long played iconic Americans, both fic-
tional (Forrest Gump) and real (Walt Disney in “Saving
Mrs Banks,” Sully Sullenberger in the upcoming
“Sully”). But many of his most indelible characters
have been Americans abroad, including in his latest
film, “A Hologram for the King.” The film, which pre-
mieres this week at the Tribeca Film Festival and
opens in theaters Friday, is Tom Tykwer’s adaptation of
Dave Eggers’ novel in which Hanks plays a struggling
middle-aged American businessman who travels to
the Saudi Arabian desert to pitch the king on an IT
system for a new complex being built.

For Hanks, it’s another stamp in a movie passport
that includes Cold War-era Russia (“Bridge of Spies”),
the dangerous waters off the coast of Somalia
(“Captain Phillips”) and a tiny South Pacific island
(“Cast Away”). It’s fitting that Hanks’ all-American
should be such an international one; his stardom

coincides with decades of American imperialism in
warfare and commercial expansion. With basic decen-
cy and good-humored candor, he has refracted
American triumph (“Apollo 13”) and tragedy (perish-
ing in the Twin Towers in “Extremely Loud and
Incredibly Close”).

He’s our funnier, less sure John Wayne for a more
complicated time, a cowboy only as Sheriff Woody in
“Toy Story.” Who better to send on the country’s
behalf? Everybody loves Tom Hanks, movie-land
ambassador to 20th Century America. Here’s a look at
his many sojourns abroad:

Bridge of spies: In Steven Spielberg’s 2015 thriller,
Hanks played the lawyer James B.  Donovan for Soviet
spy Rudolf Abel (Mark Rylance). His idea of patriotism
- including that all men,  even national enemies,
deserve their day in court - is at odds with the time
and perhaps with today as  well. When Donovan trav-
els to Moscow, one feels Hanks could have, by himself,
warmed away the Cold War.

Captain Phillips: Paul Greengrass’ docudrama of a
Maersk cargo ship taken by Somali pirates may have
taken some liberty with the details of the 2009 kid-
napping and Navy Seal rescue. But few films have bet-
ter captured America - this time a hardy New
Englander - face-to-face with terrorism.

Charlie Wilson’s war: Hard-drinking Texas

Congressman Charlie Wilson was a more unlikely par-
ticipant in a far-away battle in Mike Nichols’ 2007
comic drama. The brash, can-do Wilson leads a pro-
gram to support the Afghan mujahideen in the
Soviet-Afghan War, only to watch the US fatefully
withdraw once the Russians exited.

The Da Vince Code: This and Ron Howard’s sequel,
“Angels and Demons,” took Hanks to Paris’ Louvre and
the Vatican, seeking divine secrets in Old Europe and
a modicum of sense in Dan Brown’s best-sellers.

The terminal: Hanks didn’t play an American in
Spielberg’s less-loved 2004 film but an Eastern
European tourist forced to take up residency at New
York’s John F. Kennedy International Airport. It’s a rare
look at a country-less Hanks. But with all his traveling,
it was inevitable he would at some point be waylaid.

Cast away: The consummate Hanks abroad movie
about just trying to make it home. What more does a
humble FedEx employee need on a desert island than
a friendly volley ball and an unbreakable spirit?

Saving Private Ryan: Hanks’ first collaboration
with Spielberg and his most heroic. On the timeline
of Hanks’ decorated Americans, none matches
Captain John Miller - a small-town Pennsylvania
schoolteacher who taught English composition
before WWII - for courage. “Earn this,” he tells Matt
Damon’s rescued soldier.

Apollo 13: It’s only fitting that the well-traveled
Hanks would also make it to the final frontier and
utter Jim Lovell’s famous words: “Houston, we have a
problem.”— AP

Hanks, movie-land ambassador to America, takes another trip

This image released by the
Roadside Attractions

shows Alexander Black,
left, and Tom Hanks in a

scene from ‘A Hologram for
the King,’ a film being fea-

tured at the Tribeca Film
Festival. — AP

Veteran AC/DC singer Brian Johnson
vowed yesterday that his music career
was not over after his increasingly seri-

ous hearing problems led the band to replace
him with Axl Rose. In his first public remarks
since his removal last month, the 68-year-old
singer confirmed that he had been told by
doctors that he risked total deafness if he
maintained his tour with the famously high-
decibel Australian rockers.

“I am personally crushed by this development
more than anyone could ever imagine. The emo-
tional experience I feel now is worse than any-
thing I have ever in my life felt before,” Johnson,
whose distinctively punishing vocal style has
helped define AC/DC since 1980, said in a state-
ment. But Johnson said that he was undergoing

medical treatment and hoped eventually to
return to performing live. “I wish to assure our
fans that I am not retiring. My doctors have told
me that I can continue to record in studios and I
intend to do that,” he said.

Johnson said that he had become acutely
aware of his hearing problems as he was strug-
gling to hear guitars on stage, interfering with
his singing. US radio host Jim Breuer earlier said
he spoke to Johnson and that the singer felt
“kicked to the curb” by the band for so swiftly
parting ways with him. AC/DC on Saturday
announced that Rose-the Guns N’ Roses front-
man known, like Johnson, for his intense voice
but with a wider range-would be its new singer
for remaining tour dates in Europe and the
United States.

Soon after the announcement, AC/DC gui-
tarist Angus Young joined a reunited Guns N’
Roses as a surprise at the Coachella music festival
where they performed together one of AC/DC’s
best-known songs, the fast-paced “Whole Lotta
Rosie.” Johnson was not an original member of
AC/DC, joining after previous singer Bon Scott
died in 1980 after a night of heavy drinking.
AC/DC’s first release with Johnson, “Back in Black,”
remains one of the top-selling albums of all time.
“Our fans deserve my performance to be at the
highest level, and if for any reason I can’t deliver
that level of performance, I will not disappoint
our fans or embarrass the other members of
AC/DC,” Johnson said. — AFP

This file photo shows English singer Brian Johnson, of the
Australian hard rock band ACDC, performs on the stage of
the Stade de France during their  ‘Rock or Burst World Tour’.

This file photo shows Axl Rose of US hard rock band Guns N’ Roses performs during a con-
cert in Bangalore. — AFP photos

AC/DC singer says not retiring
after replaced by Axl Rose

Pearl Jam on Monday became the latest
band to boycott North Carolina over a
law against transgender people, calling

the measure “despicable.” The alternative
rockers led by Eddie Vedder called off a con-
cert scheduled in the state capital Raleigh for
today, saying they hoped to be able to return
at a later date. The band said North Carolina’s
law “is a despicable piece of legislation that
encourages discrimination against an entire
group of American citizens.”

“The practical implications are expansive
and its negative impact upon basic human
rights is profound,” the band said in a state-
ment. “We want America to be a place where
no one can be turned away from a business
because of who they love or fired from their
job for who they are,” it said. Rock legend
Bruce Springsteen earlier canceled a concert
and businesses including online payment
leader PayPal and Deutsche Bank reversed or
froze investments in the southern state.

Cyndi Lauper, meanwhile, said she would
go ahead with a concert but devote all pro-
ceeds to campaigners fighting the law. Pearl
Jam also said it would make a donation to the
cause. The law, signed last month by the

state’s Republican governor, Pat McCrory,
bans local governments from acting to stop
discrimination against lesbian, gay, bisexual
or transgender people in public facilities or
restrooms. The state legislature voted on the
move to prevent an anti-discrimination ordi-
nance passed by North Carolina’s largest city,
Charlotte.

Faced with the outrage, McCrory has clari-
fied that state government employees would
remain protected from job discrimination but
has not budged on the most controversial
part which requires transgender people to
use bathrooms corresponding to the gender
listed on their birth certificate. Pearl Jam, one
of the biggest acts in the 1990s alternative
rock boom, has long been active on political
causes. Vedder is a prominent supporter of
US President Barack Obama and has rallied
support for environmental protection and the
right to legal abortion.  Pearl Jam in its hey-
day waged a high-profile-although ultimately
unsuccessful-battle against leading ticket
seller Ticketmaster to control surcharges
passed on to fans. — AFP
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This file photo shows Eddie Vedder of Pearl Jam performing during the fourth annual
Global Citizen Festival in Central Park Manhattan in New York.óAFP

Pianist Vijay Iyer has an unlikely backstory for a musician
who’s been voted jazz artist of the year in Downbeat maga-
zine’s critics’ poll, received a MacArthur Foundation genius

grant, and is a professor in Harvard’s music department. Largely
self-taught on piano, he majored in physics and mathematics at
Yale. At age 23, while pursuing his doctorate in physics at the
University of California at Berkeley, he took the risky decision to
become a professional musician to his parents’ bewilderment. He
later received an interdisciplinary Ph.D. from Berkeley focusing on
music and embodied cognition, or how the human body per-
ceives music.

“I was a bit of a later bloomer and had a lot of catching up to
do,” said the 44-year-old. Iyer’s untraditional path has led him to
another out-of-the-ordinary project: A collaborative suite, “A
Cosmic Rhythm With Each Stroke,” with trumpeter Wadada Leo
Smith, inspired by the art of late Indian visual artist Nasreen
Mohamedi, recently released by ECM Records. “It was a beautiful
thing that we could make a duo project in relation to the work of
this incredible artist from India who’s lesser known than she
should be in the West,” said Iyer, interviewed in a gallery displaying
Mohamedi’s geometric line-based drawings. “Her work is very
spare, elegant and mysterious. It has a lot of order and geometry
and patterns, and it also has a lot of space.”

Neurological disease
After Iyer became the 2015-16 artist-in-residence at the

Metropolitan Museum of Art, curators introduced him to the work
of Mohamedi ahead of an exhibition opening The Met Breuer, a
center for the museum’s modern art program in the former home
of the Whitney Museum of American Art. The museum commis-
sioned Iyer to compose the suite with Smith, and the duo record-
ed the album in October. The titles of the suite and its seven
movements are taken from phrases in Mohamedi’s diaries. Iyer
was particularly struck by the precise, delicate drawings
Mohamedi made in her later years as she struggled with a debili-
tating neurological disease that made it difficult to hold her pen.

“There’s this field of energy behind each stroke - the cosmic
rhythms,” he said. Limor Tomer, the Met’s general manager of
concerts and lectures, said she chose Iyer as the resident artist
not only for his talents as a composer and pianist, but also for
his “curiosity” about collaborating with other artists. Iyer was
inspired and encouraged by musicians like Anthony Braxton
and Smith, who were involved in the Association for the
Advancement of Creative Musicians, formed in the mid-’60s in
Chicago by musicians who mixed avant-garde jazz, contempo-
rary and world music.

Creative artist
Iyer’s collaboration with Smith underscored Iyer’s belief that

“music can help you transcend differences.” Their backgrounds are
worlds apart: he is the son of Indian immigrants who grew up in
upstate New York, and the 74-year-old trumpeter has roots in the
Mississippi Delta. “Vijay is a sincere, creative artist, a very generous
human being who is well-attuned to human feelings and emo-
tions,” said Smith, a 2013 Pulitzer Prize finalist for his civil rights
opus “Ten Freedom Summers.”

Iyer played in Smith’s Golden Quartet from 2005-2010 - an
experience he says “stretched me in a way that I hadn’t really been
before.” They first performed as a duo in January 2015. For his
recent three-week performance residency at the Met Breuer, Iyer
premiered “Cosmic Rhythm” with Smith, but also played with or
presented 40 ensembles and soloists. Some of those performanc-
es included his trio with bassist Stephan Crump and drummer
Marcus Gilmore, who have been together since 2004. Iyer says the
project brought together “artists who cut across disciplines, eth-
nic, racial and class backgrounds, and generations.” “When you
consider us all as connecting to each other in some kind of larger
fabric, then what you think of as musical genres don’t really make
any sense. ... Music doesn’t really want to be separated.” — AP

The Lumineers topple
West’s reign on US

Billboard chart

Folk rockers The Lumineers knocked Kanye West off the
top spot on the weekly US Billboard 200 album chart on
Monday. “Cleopatra,” the second album from the

Colorado-based Lumineers, best known for their 2012 hit “Ho
Hey,” sold 125,000 units from album and song sales and 17
million streams. Rapper West’s “The Life of Pablo,” which
topped the chart last week based on the strength of stream-
ing activity, dropped to No. 4 this week with 47,000 units,
comprising 1,400 physical album sales and 69 million streams.

The only other new entry on the top 10 of the Billboard
200 chart this week was “Gore” by metal rockers Deftones at
No. 2, selling 71,000 units. On the Digital Songs chart, which
measures online single sales, Canadian R&B artist Drake oust-
ed his own “Pop Style” with his “One Dance” song featuring
Wizkid and Kyla, which sold 119,000 digital copies. “Pop Style”
dropped to No. 5. — Reuters

Out-of-the-ordinary project 
blends jazz, art for a new work

In this file photo, Kanye West accepts the video vanguard
award at the MTV Video Music Awards in Los Angeles.  —AP

New York competition
honors composer of
‘Threepenny Opera’

Two young American singers have won a musical theater
competition honoring Kurt Weill (vyl), who composed
“The Threepenny Opera.” The German Jewish musician

fled Nazi oppression in the 1930s and settled in New York. He
was married to a woman whose voice kept his art alive
decades after he was gone. The Lotte Lenya (LOH’-teh LEN-
yah) Competition on Monday announced two top winners of
the weekend contest in Rochester: Jim Schubin, of Plainsboro,
New Jersey, and Brian Vu, of Los 

Angeles. Seven more prizes were awarded for a total purse
of $79,000. Judges included soprano Teresa Stratas, whom
Lenya anointed as the keeper of the Weill flame and taught
the subtleties of his songs. The competition is sponsored by
the Manhattan-based Kurt Weill Foundation for Music. This
story has been corrected to show Lotte Lenya is pronounced
LOH’-teh LEN-yah, not  LAH’-teh LEHN’-yuh. — AP In this Aug 17, 1942 file photo, theatrical composer Kurt

Weill and his wife, performer Lotte Lenya, are seen at the
piano at their home in New City, in the Rockland County
suburb of NY. — AP

In this file photo released by ECM Records, composer-
musician Vijay Iyer, left, and trumpeter Wadada Leo Smith
in New York. — AP


